campal network contains both representations that are
Other ration results in the recording of two relatively small studies have suggested that even small differences in action potential waveforms, rather than four larger wavelocation on a maze arm can strongly influence their firing forms, increasing the difficulty of single unit isolation.
rates (Muller et al., 1994) . In the present experiment, we We used multiple measures of the spike waveforms to attempted to minimize these factors by analyzing the isolate cells and employed analyses of refractory peridata only for the central portion of the stem, where the ods to increase confidence in the successful isolation animals' direction appeared highly consistent. Also, this of cells that fired at around the same time (i.e., had part of the stem was made quite narrow to restrict variaoverlapping place fields). As can be seen in the examtions in lateral position. To account quantitatively for ples shown in Figure 2 , these methods separated units any remaining effects of these potentially confounding from the background of other recorded activity, and the factors, an additional set of analyses was employed for waveform patterns were unique for each cell and reliable each of the 31 cells that differentiated left-turn and rightbetween the two trial types. Nevertheless, it is quite turn trials. In these analyses, a two-way ANCOVA was possible that at least some of our recordings involved performed on each cell. This comprised essentially the multicell clusters rather than single cells. To the extent same analysis used to compare firing rates across the that this is the case, our conclusions reflect properties of four sectors on left-turn and right-turn trials as that desmall groups of neighboring neurons that may possibly scribed above. However, running speed, heading, and have similar functional characteristics. Conversely, a lateral position were included as covariates in the failure to isolate cells with different functional proper-ANCOVA model. Each of these factors assumes one ties-e.g., separate place fields-would only have obdegree of freedom and an associated fraction of the scured trial type-selective firing patterns such as those overall variance in the firing rates of the cell. Further reported here (see Discussion).
post hoc tests on each sector were subsequently perEighty-two cells with characteristics of complex-spike formed on cells that had significant effects of trial type neurons having place fields on the apparatus were re-(p Ͻ 0.05) or a significant interaction between trial type corded from the CA1 pyramidal cell layer in four rats. and sector (p Ͻ 0.05) in the ANCOVA. These tests comOf these, a preliminary assessment that used a conventional analysis for location-specific activity identified 33 pared firing rates on left-turn and right-turn trials for Cell A is the one whose firing patterns are illustrated in Figure 3A ; cell B the one in Figure 3B ; and cell C the one in Figure 4A . Some of these cells fired robustly on one type of trial and hardly fired on the other trial type as rats (1999) described firing rate as the major factor governing systematic differences in spike amplitude, such that the traversed the central stem of the maze that was common to all trials. Others fired at different rates or at different magnitude of the waveform tends to decrease when the cell is firing at higher rates. This factor would not locations on the central stem associated with left-turn and right-turn trials. For most of the cells that differentidifferentially bias the spike counts on different trial types for cells that actually fire at the same rate on both trial ated between left-turn and right-turn trials (22/31), the differences in firing rate could not be explained by variatypes. But, for cells that fire at a higher rate on one trial type, we might differentially miss spikes that fall into the tions in behavior known to affect place cell activity, including running speed and heading, and were not atnoise, leading to an underestimation of the magnitude of the firing rate differences reported here. tributable to small differences in the rats' lateral position on the stem, suggesting that they encode information
The present findings are consistent with many observations of location-specific activity of hippocampal neuspecific to one kind of trial episode. In interpreting the present results, it is important to et al., 1999). Moreover, the present experiment demonstrates context-specific firing that cannot be explained consider the possibility that at least some of our recordings involved multicell clusters rather than single by readily observable variations in the animal's overt behavior or location. Figure  demands of the task that the animals were performing. The T maze alternation task involves the animal remem-3), if two (or more) cells were included in a cluster then it must be that each of the cells distinguished the trial bering where it has been, and knowing which turn it should make at the end of the stem in order to reach types. Similarly, for those cells that fire at different locations on the stem during the two trial types (e.g., Figure the next reward site. It has been shown that the hippocampus is required to solve spatial alternation tasks 4B), to the extent that these data really are from multiple cells then each is fully selective to one trial type. In of this kind (Olton, 1986). Indeed, several studies have reported that rats with hippocampal damage perform cases where the cell appears to fire at different rates on the two trial types (e.g , Figures 4A and 4C) , to the well in spatial "reference" memory tasks that require learning a constant path and location, but do poorly extent that multiple cells are confused, then it is possible that some cells have the same firing pattern on the two even in using the same spatial cues when performance is based on remembering a preceding episode (Jarrard, trial types, while others are selective. The one possible major interpretive error regards the cells that appear to 1986; Olton, 1986). Thus, representations that include trial-specific information about recent events and places, fire with the same pattern on both trial types-if the analysis confused multiple cells with overlapping fields, as well as plans for succeeding events and places, would clearly be useful in the context of performing it is possible that each cell actually fires on only one type of trial. Combining these possibilities, to the extent this task. Consistent with this notion, Frank et al. (2000) recently reported that the activity of cells in the hippothat we have failed to isolate single neurons from one another, the consequence is that we may have been too campus and entorhinal cortex is influenced both by recent past and immediate future locations and reflects conservative in our counting of cells that distinguish the two trial types. similar segments of different trajectories. Combined with the present results, these observations suggest that hipAnother potential limitation associated with the relatively small action potential waveforms recorded in pocampal network activity reflects a fundamental coding of the animal's position and behavior within a semany of our cells comes from the observation that the amplitude of hippocampal neuronal spikes can vary sysquence of repeated events and places. In the present study, we could not determine whether the differential tematically. Quirk and Wilson (1999) reported that some hippocampal cells generate different amplitude spikes activity of individual cells was more closely related to where the animal had just come from or where it was when rats traverse different portions of a place field. If we were recording from a cell for which smaller amplijust about to go, because the animals seldom made errors that would have allowed us to dissociate past tude spikes were buried in the background noise, and there was a systematic difference in waveform ampliand future locations. The present observation that hippocampal cells entudes associated with left-turn and right-turn trials, then it is possible that spikes would be preferentially detected code more than the animal's place is also consistent with the common finding that location-specific activity on one type of trial. In this scenario, we might be overestimating the magnitude of trial type selectivity in firing of hippocampal cells is highly dependent on the direction of movement, and on the animal's distance from rate, or the cell would be better characterized as selective in its waveform rather than in its firing rate. However, important landmarks, when rats perform tasks in which ., 1983 ). Autocorrelograms were generwas observed via a video monitor connected to the tracking system (see below). On each trial when the rat made a correct (alternating) ated (Autocut) for each cluster to ensure that no spikes occurred within 1.5 ms of any other spike in the same cluster, thus increasing arm choice, a drop of water was delivered to the well in that arm after the arm entry. On trials when the animal made the incorrect the likelihood that each cluster included spikes from a single neuron. When spikes did occur within this time window, cluster boundaries choice, no reward was provided. Furthermore, no reward was provided even if the rat retraced its steps back to the choice point and were altered to exclude them. The location of the rat was recorded using a video camera tracking entered the other choice arm. Instead, following mistakes the rat was required to continue along the connecting arm, reenter the system (Datawave Technologies) that tracked an incandescent bulb mounted on the head stage. Location was digitized in the form of stem, and make the correct choice on the following trial.
cells. Specifically, would a failure to isolate single neurons have led to false conclusions about the functional The observed differences in firing rate on the central stem during the two trial types may reflect the memory properties of the units? For those cells that clearly distinguish the two trial types (e.g., the cases shown in
x and y coordinate pairs at 60 Hz by an A/D converter and then stored. Electrodes and Surgery Stereotrodes were constructed from two 25 or 30 m formvarcoated nichrome wires (California Fine Wire, Grover City, CA) twisted Data Analysis together in pairs and strengthened with super glue. Five stereoOnly cells that exhibited clear place fields on the center stem of the trodes were threaded through a 27-gauge stainless steel cannula T maze, and that had a spike duration of at least 300 ms (from peak ‫02ف(‬ mm), and each wire was attached to one pin of a modified 10-to valley) and a mean firing rate (total spikes divided by recording pin Augat connector (Newark Electronics, Gaffney, SC). The Augat session time) of less than 2.5 Hz were analyzed. Cells with these connector was embedded in an acrylic base and formed part of a characteristics were considered to fit the criteria for being hippomicrodrive assembly described in detail elsewhere (Kubie, 1984) .
campal pyramidal neurons (Ranck, 1973) . Cells that reappeared Three screws attached to the acrylic base allowed the electrode across daily sessions (that is, cells that appeared on the same array to be advanced in the dorsoventral plane (Kubie, 1984).
electrodes, possessed similar waveforms, and had a similar place Before implantation, each of the five stereotrodes was cut straight field) were counted only once. across so that ‫5.1ف‬ mm extended from the tip of the cannula. The
The analysis of pyramidal neuron activity proceeded in the followelectrode array was sterilized with betadine, and the exposed steing stages. reotrodes were embedded in a small drop of carbowax, as described cluded from these analyses. Because this separation was done after the cell clusters had been cut in the initial file, the two new files of the T maze apparatus. If pyramidal cell activity was identified (see below), the animal was placed on the T maze, the screening contained waveforms that were defined using identical cluster boundaries. box was removed, and unit activity was recorded while the animal performed the spatial alternation task as described above. If no To analyze the activity of cells with place fields in the central stem of the T maze, the central stem was divided into four sectors of pyramidal cell activity was identified during screening, the rats were allowed to run a shortened session consisting of 6-12 trials of the equal length (13.5 cm). The four sectors did not include 25 cm at each end of the central stem, as in this area the animals are typically continuous alternation task, and units were not recorded. In both cases, the electrode was advanced 40-80 m after the session and moving in different directions on right-turn and left-turn trials. The following parameters were calculated for each traversal through allowed to settle overnight (at least 16 hr) before the next session.
Neural activity was first passed through a multichannel unity gain each of the four sectors (see Figure 1B) : (1) firing rate was calculated as the number of spikes in the sector divided by the amount of time source follower field effect transistor (jFET) in the headstage. It was then passed through an overhead commutator (Biela Development), in the sector; (2) speed was measured as the time to traverse the constant length sector; only sectors with a speed of at least 2 cm/s differentially amplified (gain 10,000, Neuralynx digital amplifiers), band-pass filtered (600-6000 Hz), and digitized (28 kHz, Data Transwere included; (3) heading was calculated as the vector (in radians) from the x-y coordinates of the animal's head as it entered and lation DT2821) using Enhanced Discovery software (Datawave Technologies) on a Pentium-based personal computer. For each reexited the sector; and (4) lateral position was represented by the mean of the x coordinates of the rat within the sector. The camera cording session, one of the two wires of the stereotrode with the least neural activity served as the indifferent electrode, and neural resolution was such that the x coordinate incremented approximately every 0.48 cm. The central stem was aligned such that it activity was recorded on the remaining four stereotrodes.
Preliminary unit isolation was achieved online using the Spike was perpendicular to the x axis determined by the video tracking coordinate frame. Sort module of the Enhanced Discovery software. Final unit isolation was performed offline, initially using Autocut software (Datawave For each cell, a two-way ANOVA was run with trial type (correct left-turn and correct right-turn) and sector (1, 2, 3, and 4) as indepenTechnologies), and then refined further by manipulation of the cluster boundaries (see examples in Figure 2) . Each waveform was chardent (fixed) variables and firing rate as the dependent measure (SPSS, Chapel Hill, NC). Any cell whose firing rate showed a signifiacterized by a cluster of points in eight dimensions (peak and valley magnitudes of the action potential on each stereotrode wire and cant main effect of trial type, or a trial type ϫ sector interaction,
